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The National Gallery of Victoria’s blockbuster Melbourne Now

has audiences flocking to contemporary art. But around the

corner the Gallery’s younger sibling, the Australian Centre for

Contemporary Art, exhibits cutting edge work all year round.

Image: Sarah Lucas, NUD 8, Courtesy the artist and Sadie Cole HQ, London.

From Scuptural Matter, ACCA, 2012.

ACCA has never had a fraction of the kind of budget which has allowed the

NGV to create Melbourne Now, a $5.8 million extravaganza

(http://visual.artshub.com.au/news-article/news/visual-arts/video-melbourne-

now-sneak-preview-197410) featuring more than 400 local artists.

But as it prepares to celebrate its 30  year next year, ACCA is compiling an

archive which tells the story of the past generation of contemporary art in

Melbourne. It begs asking whether there would be the depth of contemporary

practice available for Melbourne Now without the quieter work of ACCA.

‘Melbourne Now is one venture. ACCA runs an on-going 12-month program

that is doing that every six to eight weeks and it has been over 30 years.
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Melbourne Now is a very impressive venture and a very exciting thing to see

but that is something ACCA does day in, day out and it has since it opened its

door in 1984,’ said Hannah Mathews, ACCA assistant curator.

Mathews is in charge of the archive project which ACCA is putting together to

mark its anniversary. It is the story of a Centre that has supported and worked

with the local community, staying ‘close to the street’ to enable new work to

develop.

‘ACCA reflects what is going on in terms of contemporary arts practice but

through its programming and through its building and through its support, it

facilitates. It provides artists with opportunities to really challenge themselves

in terms of what works they are making,’ said Mathews.

For example, the annual exhibition series New

(http://visual.artshub.com.au/news-article/news/visual-arts/acca-announces-

artists-for-new13-194333) is often the first opportunity for participants to

exhibit at an institutional level. ‘They are given the opportunity to really step

up, physically and conceptually, to present a major work.’

When ACCA was founded in 1984, Inaugural Director John Buckly hoped

ACCA would become a museum of contemporary art, collecting and

exhibiting the best of contemporary art from around the world.

But the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney got that gig and there was

not Federal funding for two such institutions. Instead ACCA focuses solely on

developing and presenting new work and, crucially, developing audiences for

that work.

Mathews said the vision was a place for work that was progressive and

experimental and did not fit in either the commercial sector or public

institutions like the NGV.

‘There was a strong scene of artist-run spaces but moving outside of that

there was no space where contemporary art would be presented to young

audiences, to new audiences and to that general public.

‘I think it was recognition of contemporary art being a large component of the

cultural life of Melbourne and that there were a large number of experienced

and acclaimed artists living and producing work in Melbourne.’

ACCA began as simply the Centre for Contemporary Art - Buckly added

‘Australian’ in support of his grand vision. It started life in the old Gardener’s

Cottage in the Botanical Gardens with a modest exhibition simply entitled 3

artists/3 rooms (https://www.accaonline.org.au/exhibition/3-artists-3-rooms),

where Howard Arkley, Juan Davila and David Larwill were each given free

rein on the walls of the cottage.
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Then: ACCA's first home and opening exhibition

‘I hope we are on the edge of something exciting, a new focus for debate

which might bring contemporary art to the fore,’ wrote assistant curator and

later ACCA director Sue Cramer in The Age

(https://www.accaonline.org.au/sites/default/files/1984_30%20May_3%20Rooms_Sue%20Cramer%20review.pdf)

in May 1984.

Debate certainly came. Looking back over the archives, Mathews is struck by

how much more passionate art criticism was in the early days. ‘They are just

scathing. Artists don’t write so harshly on other artists now. I haven’t read a

review like that written by an artist about another artist in a long time...the

discussions people have about practice are very raw.’

Nor was there, then, any danger of the NGV entering the same territory.

Opening the first exhibition, Patrick McCaughey, then director of the National

Gallery of Victoria,  told ACCA director Buckly, ‘I'll look after the mainstream

stuff and you do the piano smashing end of things, John.’
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Keith Haring and Mark Kostabi, contact print, 1985 (detail). Courtesy the

artists.

Piano-smashing was not quite the image Buckly had in mind. Instead he

initiated a series of important exhibitions, including introducing significant

international contemporary artists to Australian audiences. He brought out

New York graffiti artist Keith Haring and showed of American video art and

Japanese sculpture as well as providing a forum for  Australian artists

including Jenny Watson and Tony Clark.

ACCA was predictably controversial. One of Buckly’s most discussed

exhibitions was Robert Mapplethorpe: Photographs 1976-1985 with its multi-

racial male nudes and erotic flowers.

The new gallery pushed the limits of the old Gardener’s Cottage, both literally

and figuratively. A new exhibition space, the Lotti Smorgon Gallery, and an

outdoor sculpture area were added. But contemporary art sat oddly in the

Victorian garden setting (and probably had the original gardener revolving in

his grave).

Eventually, in 2002, the Centre got its own building in the heart of the

Melbourne arts precinct. It was designed by local architects Wood Marsh on

the European model of the Kunsthalle or ‘exhibition hall’ to provide a simple

but dramatic shell that could be reinvented with each exhibition.

Now: The ACCA building, Photo: John Gollings

About the same time current Artistic Director Juliana Engberg took over,
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building a profile for ACCA that has now seen her appointed to run the

Sydney Biennale 2014 as well.

Mathews said the flexibility of the ACCA building was a great asset. ‘It’s much

more aligned with contemporary practice in terms of video, projection,

performance. It’s not a natural light kind of space. The architecture is far more

prominent. The scale of the architecture was domestic in the Domain. This

one has its monumental moments. Juliana has reinvented that space over and

over again. That’s what a lot of people really respond to about ACCA. Every

time you go it’s completely different.’

In particular ACCA is strong on exploring new and experimental art forms and

techniques. Recent exhibitions have included In The Cut, an exhibition of 16

collage artists; architectural installations by Polish artists Monica Sosnowska;

and Sculptural Matter, an exhibition exploring sculptural thinking including

video, photography, cast and found forms, installations and assemblages. This

week ACCA hosts Patricia Piccinini’s Skywhale

(http://www.artshub.com.au/news-article/news/all-arts/canberra-has-a-whale-

of-a-time-as-skywhale-sets-off-195307).

ACCA's next exhibition, Crescendo, will open on 20 December and

features seven projects where artists have used film and music to create

enclosed worlds. It features: Dorothy Cross, Rodney Graham, Markus

Kahre, Hans Op de Beeck, Julian Rosefeldt, Ana Torfs, and Guido van der

Werve.
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